
 

 

 

 

Designer Name: Therese Schaffer 

 

Penny Black Products Used: 40-234 Hang on Tight, 30-164 Edge to Edge, 

30-147 Mimi’s Playground, 51-004 Uplifting 

Additional Products: Memento Tuxedo Black (Tsukineko); Black Dye Ink; 

Copic Markers; Glossy Accents (Ranger); Shaded Lilac & Tumbled 

Glass Distress Ink (Ranger); Prismacolor Pencils; Black Baker's Twine 

 

Instructions:  Ink up and stamp the image, Hang on Tight, on a scrap of white 

CS. Color w/ Prismacolor Pencils. Carefully cut the cat from the rest of the image. 

Set aside. Measure and cut a white 3.75 x 5" CS panel.  Shade the entire panel 

with Tumbled Glass & Shaded Lilac Distress Inks. Using the large and elongated 

balloon from the die set, Uplifting, die cut towards the top right of the 

panel.  Repeat, ensuring the 2nd cut is close to the first.  Discard the positive 

cuts.  From white CS, die cut 3 balloons.  Color the balloons with Copic 

Markers.  Tie and trim black baker's twine on each balloon. Add the panel on the 

card base.  Mount 2 of the balloons in the negative cut of the panel.  They will be 

flush with the rest of the panel.  Add the 3rd balloon between the mounted 

balloons using dimensional foam. Retrim the baker's twine if needed.  Add Glossy 

Accents to the knot of each balloon to prevent unravelling. Add the sentiment 

towards the bottom right of the panel.  In this card, Therese partially stamped 

"Smile" from one of the sentiments in the clear set Edge to Edge.  A second 

sentiment from Mimi's Playground was stamped underneath "Smile". Gather the 

balloon strings together.  A good way to keep them together is adding a glue 

dot an inch below the balloons.  Have the strings adhere to the glue dot.  Add 

dimensional foam on the fussy cut cat.  Mount the cat where the strings gather.   

 

 


